




RIBBON by VOX



VOX prepared special collection for those who appreciate beauty and want to be surrounded with it, so for
those who enjoy not only functionality, but also the beauty of objects.
Geometric shapes of furniture from the Ribbon collection will give your interior a new, lighter view. If you believe that
beauty and elegance lies in simplicity and you want to refresh the look of the interior, you could not choose any better.

There is no need to decide to buy everything right away. The Ribbon collection furniture looks great solo as
well. The sophisticated bookcase beautifully fits with the already decorated interior.

Ribbon diversifies a well-known salon or studio, giving them a extraordinary character. Like a work of art, it will
acquire the guests’ attention and have a chance to become your beloved piece of furniture. Thanks to the gaps, the
Ribbon furniture gives a sense of space. The coffee table modules can be freely arranged and easily transferred. The
bookcases and wall shelves display your favorite items: books, flowers and travel souvenirs.

A ready prepared elements of the collection made in a unique technology, have the form of a ribbon with mild
and subtle edges. You can combine them easily by sliding one element into the other. All you need to do is to add the
legs and it's ready. Independent assembly of furniture can be simple and pleasant.

ABOUT THE COLLECTION



— Ribbon by Vox collection is made of MDF board covered PCV foil with thickness 16,8mm in colors: oak, grey and

graphite. The bottom of drawer of TV unit is made of HDF board, 2,5mm thick in graphite color.

— These boards are characterised by very low emission of formaldehyde, and E1 hygiene class.

— Individual furniture modules are created from folded elements using a closing system that eliminated screws and

dowels and visible connection openings.

— The advantage of the Ribbon furniture is openwork and light construction as well as simple assembly. In addition,

wireless lighting was used in the coffee table.

— The furniture uses mainly Hettich fittings, which are characterised by high quality, functionality and comfort of use.

— High-quality ball guides in TV unit are manufactured by Hettich company.

— Ribbon legs are in the form of metal frame, coated black powder.

TECHNICAL DATA



— Very simple instalation – Customer receives ready assembled furniture. Only legs need to be added and furniture fixed to
the wall.

— Thanks to modern furniture technology, it was possible to obtain an aesthetic connection in a practically invisible way.

— Subtle detail – thick rounded edge.

— Lighting in coffee table. It is very modern solution – a module charged by USB and fastened to the table by magnet.

— A set of fittings for wall mounting - also a pin designed to be placed in the wall. The customer does not have to buy any
additional fittings.

— High legs facilitate cleaning under the furniture.

— Sculptural form distinguishes this collection.

COLLECTION CHARACTERISTICS



RIBBON by VOX

* Sculptural character of solids

* The independence of the solids allowing for
buying individual items and combine them
with other furniture

BODY COLORS: GREY, GRAPHITE, OAK 

FRONT COLOR OF TV UNIT: GREY

LIVING ROOM     BEDROOM         DINING ROOM    TEENAGER ROOM             HALL

CABINET

COLLECTION FEATURES



EASY ASSEMBLING

STEP  1:
Unpack a set of ready-made elements and see that
self-assembly furniture can be both simple and pleasant.

STEP  2:
Combine them by sliding one element into the other.

STEP  3:
Screw in legs and fix shelves to the wall.



TV unit 160
160/40,5/46,5 cm

Low bookcase
117/34/117,5 cm

High bookcase
77/34/163,5 cm

SOLIDS

Coffee table:
45,5/38/45 cm

and
45/45/45 cm

Wall shelf
109/21,5/37 cm



HIGH BOOKCASE
77/34/163,5 CM

Thanks to the construction, a bookcase
raised above the ground adds lightness
to the interior. And this feature also
makes cleaning easier.
Legs are made of metal.

Subtle detail - thin rounded edge.

Many gaps in various sizes allow you to
store items in very different sizes.
It all makes that bookcase gains very
interesting shape.

Thanks to modern technology a Ribbon
collection has a very aesthetic finish
without any visible connections
between elements.

NECESSITY OF FIXING TO THE WALL
High bookcase includes a set of fittings for
wall mounting - also a peg which has to be
placed on the wall. The customer does not
have to buy any additional fittings.

No back wall makes that high bookcase
looks very light.

VERY SIMPLE INSTALATION
Customer receives ready assembled high
bookcase – in the form of cubic boxes. His
task is to put one box into the other, add
the legs and fix the furniture into the wall.





LOW BOOKCASE
117/34/117,5 CM

Subtle detail - thin rounded edge.

Many gaps in various sizes allow you to
store items of very different sizes. It all
makes that bookcase gains very
interesting shape.

Thanks to modern technology a Ribbon
collection has a very aesthetic finish
without any visible connections
between elements.

NECESSITY OF FIXING TO THE WALL
Low bookcase includes a set of fittings for
wall mounting - also a peg which has to be
placed on the wall. The customer does not
have to buy any additional fittings.

VERY SIMPLE INSTALATION
Customer receives ready assembled low
bookcase – in the form of cubic boxes. His
task is to put one box into the other, add
the legs and fix the furniture into the wall.

No back wall makes that low bookcase
looks very light.

Thanks to the construction, a bookcase
raised above the ground adds lightness
to the interior. And this feature also
makes cleaning easier.
Legs are made of metal.



TV UNIT 160
160/40,5/46,5 CM

Shelf is mounted on permanent height.
Lack of drilling to adjust the height,
increases the aesthetisc of the furniture.

VERY SIMPLE INSTALATION
The Customer receives a ready assembled
TV unit. His only task is to add the legs.

Drawer with quides Quadro Silent System

Thanks to modern technology a Ribbon
collection has a very aesthetic finish
without any visible connections
between elements.

No back wall makes that TV unit looks
very light.

Thanks to the construction, a bookcase
raised above the ground adds lightness
to the interior. And this feature also
makes cleaning easier.
Legs are made of metal.



COFFEE TABLE
45,5/38/45 CM and  45/45/45 CM

VERY SIMPLE INSTALATION

Customer receives a ready assembled
coffee table. His task is to put box into the
other, add a lighting module and put a table
whenever he wants.

Independent modules that make up the
coffee table allow for any arrangement in
the room.

Place for newspapers.
LIGHTING

The two-module table includes a lighting
system. It is a modern module, charged by
USB and fastened to the table by magnet.
Discreet lighting will bring a moody
atmosphere to the interior.

Protective slides under the tables
protect them in the event of sliding on
the floor.

Edges
The rounded edges not only improve
the aesthetics of the furniture but also
its functionality.

Thanks to modern technology a Ribbon
collection has very aesthetic finish
without any visible connections
between elements.

No back wall makes that coffee table
looks very light.

Many gaps in various sizes allow you to
store items of very different sizes. It all
makes that coffee table gains very
interesting shape.



WALL SHELF
109/21,5/37 CM

Edges
The rounded edges not only improve the
aesthetics of the furniture but also its
functionality

VERY SIMPLE INSTALATION
The customer receives ready assembled wall
shelves. His task is to put one box into the
other, add the legs and fix the furniture into
the wall.

Thanks to modern technology a Ribbon
collection has very aesthetic finish
without any visible connections
between elements.

No back wall makes that wall shelf
looks very light.

Gaps in various sizes allow you to store
items of very different sizes. It all makes
that wall shelf gains very interesting
shape.



Small vase
TODAL

Wide vase
TODAL

Vase
PUERO

Plant pot
MAO II

Plant pot
MAO I

Lamp
CESTO (low)

Lamp 
UWI

Lamp
CESTO (high)

Figurine
FORI

Figurine
LOTIC

Figurine
LACASA

Figurine
HOUSES

Box with lid
LOMBO

Box with lid
VENTO

Noticeboard
MODIG

Painting
TRIGO

Painting
QUAD

Lantern
KADR

RECOMENDED ACCESSORIES

Vase
RAJA



EXAMPLE ARRANGEMENTS



SUBTLE DETAL
















